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Excited states in 155Yb and 155,156,157Lu from recoil-decay tagging
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The 270-MeV58Ni1 102Pd reaction was used for the first recoil-decay tagging measurement with Gamma-
sphere coupled to the Fragment Mass Analyzer at Argonne National Laboratory. Level structures of155Yb,
156Lu, and 157Lu, as well as the excited states associated with the 25/22 isomer in 155Lu, are identified for the
first time. The systematical behavior of the energy levels is compared with that of neighboring isotones and
isotopes. The attractive interaction betweenh11/2 protons andh9/2 neutrons plays an important role in the
structure of155Yb and 155,156Lu.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The region of proton-richN584 isotones above146Gd
has received considerable attention, e.g., Ref.@1#, since the
identification of 146Gd as a doubly magic nucleus@2,3#. The
orbitals in the 50,Z<82 major shell are 1g7/2, 2d5/2,3s1/2,
1h11/2, and 2d3/2. 146Gd has a filledN582 neutron shell
and the protons fill the 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals. Evidence
such as a high excitation energy for the 21 state @3#, the
presence of a collective, low-lying 32 state similar to that
observed in doubly magic208Pb @2#, and the direct measure
ment of theZ564 gap size from proton separation energ
@4#, indicated that146Gd can be regarded as a doubly mag
nucleus with a large energy gap between the proton 1g7/2 and
2d5/2 orbitals and the remaining 1h11/2, 3s1/2, and 2d3/2 or-
bitals.

The N584 isotones withZ>64 are spherical nuclei
High-spin states involve protons occupying theh11/2 orbital
and neutrons in thef 7/2, h9/2, andi 13/2 orbitals. The configu-
rations of the excited states are mainly of the ty
ph11/2

n n f 7/2
m andph11/2

n n f 7/2
m h9/2

r . At high excitation energies
i 13/2 neutrons also play a significant role in high-spin stat
The excited states are generated by the gradual alignme
the spin of the individual nucleons. The study of excitatio
in the proton-richN584 isotones can probe the interactio
between the two neutrons in thef 7/2 andh9/2 orbitals above
the N582 gap, and also the interactions between these n
trons and protons in theh11/2 orbital above theZ564 gap.
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The primary purpose of the present measurement wa
study the excited states in the proton-richN584 isotones
above the146Gd core.

Shell model calculations predicted that the strong attr
tive interaction between protons in theh11/2 orbital and neu-
trons in theh9/2 orbital could result in a change in the she
structure@5#. This effect is manifested through lower excit
tion energies for theh9/2 neutron excitations with respect t
f 7/2 states, and can result in the formation of isomers, wh
have been observed in theN583 and 84 isotones, e.g., Ref
@6,7#. Excitations built on high-spin isomers in theN584
155Lu and 156Hf @8# nuclei have been previously identified i
g-ray spectroscopy. The present study of the excited st
built upon the high-spin isomers in155Lu and 156Lu investi-
gates the strength of the attractive interaction betweenh9/2
neutrons andh11/2 protons as a function of proton numbe
Since theN584 isotones withZ@64 approach the proton
drip line, the present work will also investigate possib
changes in the proton-neutron interaction for systems
which the last proton is only weakly bound.

II. EXPERIMENT

The 102Pd(56Ni,xpyn) reaction atEbeam5270 MeV was
used to populate the high-spin states in the proton-rich nu
above the146Gd core. The projectile,58Ni, was accelerated
by the Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerator System~ATLAS!
on a 1-mg/cm2 102Pd target with 69% enrichment. The majo
target contaminants were104Pd (12%), 105Pd (6%), and
106Pd (6%). Theproton-rich 160W compound system has
large number of exit channels and fusion evaporation
strong competition from the dominant fission process. T
exit channels to be discussed in this work are155Yb (4pn),
155Lu (3p2n), 156Lu (3pn), and 157Lu (3p). The level
schemes of 158,159,160Hf, produced in reactions
with the heavier Pd isotopes in the target, are presented e
where@9#.

Gammasphere~GS!, with 101 Ge detectors, coupled t
the Fragment Mass Analyzer~FMA! @10#, was used forg-ray
spectroscopy. The compound nuclei which recoil from t
target were dispersed according to their mass-to-cha

4.
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(M /Q) ratio by the FMA. The positions of the recoils at th
focal plane of the FMA were determined using a positio
sensitive parallel-grid avalanche counter~PGAC!. The re-
coils were implanted in a 48348 double-sided silicon-strip
detector~DSSD! placed 40 cm behind the PGAC.

The data from the experiment were recorded using the
data acquisition system and written to magnetic tapes
off-line analysis. The pretrigger condition required at le
two Compton-suppressed Ge detectors to fire. The main
ger of an event required signals from at least two Ge de
tors and the PGAC, or any event in which the DSSD
corded a recoil or decay event. The time delay between
pre- and main triggers was 850 ns to allow sufficient time
the recoils to traverse the FMA and determine if a PGA
event occurred at the focal plane. The correlations betw
implant and decay events from the DSSD were establishe
the off-line analysis.

Standardg-ray sources of152Eu, 182Ta, 56Co, and243Am
were used for energy and efficiency calibrations of the
detectors. Angular distributions of theg-ray intensities were
mainly used to deduce the multipolarity of a transition wh
directional correlation~DCO! analyses were not availabl
because of insufficient statistics.

The FMA was set up to allow both the 251 and 261

charge states ofA5155,156,157 recoils to be collected at t
focal plane. The projection of theXPGAC vs Eg matrix onto
theXPGAC axis was shown in Fig. 1 of Ref.@9#. The strongest
channel, with massM5157, is 157Lu, the 3p evaporation
channel.

The recoil-decay tagging~RDT! technique@11# was used
to select specific isomers that have the sameXPGAC position.
A matrix of Ea vs XPGAC with the condition that the deca
occurred within 200 ms of the implant is displayed in Fig.
The data illustrate clearly that the correlations are unamb
ous and that assignments are easy to make on this basis
correlations between the promptg rays, mass of the implant
and decay of the implant were established off line. Ad

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional display of theEa vs XPGAC matrix for
decays which occurred within 200 ms after implantation.
03431
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tional details of the experimental procedures andg-ray
analyses are given in Refs.@9,12#.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Level scheme of155Lu

Threea decaying isomers have been identified in155Lu:
the ground state withEa55.584 MeV and half-life t1/2

5136 ms and high-spin isomers with spins 11/22 and
25/22, Ea55.655 and 7.390 MeV, andt1/2570 and 2.71 ms,
respectively@13#.

The ground-state spin-parity was suggested to be 31

with the unpaired proton occupying thed3/2 orbital @14#. The
excitations above the 3/21 state are weakly populated in th
present heavy-ion fusion reaction, because these levels
above the yrast line. No transitions above the 3/21 state have
been placed.

Prior to this work, transitions at 537, 686, and 807 ke
had been identified and correlated with thea decays from
the 11/22 isomer@8#. These transitions were assigned to t
states above the 11/22 isomer and arise from coupling th
unpairedh11/2 proton to the (n f 7/2)01,21,41,61

2 states in the
neutron core. In the present data, the transitions at 686
807 keV were observed, but not the one at 537 keV. Due
insufficient g-g statistics, the ordering of these transitio
above the 11/22 isomer cannot be confirmed by the prese
measurement. The low statistics of this cascade is attribu
to the pretrigger condition of GS, which required at least t
Ge detectors to fire. With a cascade of only three transiti
and taking the GS efficiency into account, the probability
detect two coincidentg rays is one-tenth that of detectin
one g ray. Spectra gated on the 3/21 and 11/22 isomers in
155Lu are presented in Ref.@12#.

The total projection of the recoil- anda-gated g-ray
events associated with the 25/22 isomer in 155Lu is shown in
Fig. 2~a!. The assignment of these transitions to Lu isotop
is confirmed by the presence of the Lu x rays in th
spectrum.

The excited states above the 25/22 isomer in 155Lu are
studied for the first time. Ag-g coincidence matrix was con
structed by gating on massA5155 and the 7.390-MeVa
line from the decay of the 25/22 isomer. A coincidence spec
trum gated on the 518.8-keV transition in this matrix
shown in Fig. 2~b!. This transition is in coincidence with al
of the other transitions in Fig. 2~a! that feed the 25/22 iso-
mer. The level structure above the 25/22 isomer, as well as
that above the 11/22 isomer taken from Ref.@8#, are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The transitions are arranged according
their intensities and coincidence relationships. Theg-ray re-
sults are summarized in Table I; the relative intensities of
transitions are from the total projection gated on both m
5155 and thea decay from the 25/22 isomer. The intensities
of the g rays observed in155Lu are too weak to determine
their multipolarity. The tentative assignments of the 25/22,
27/22, 29/21, and 31/21 states are based on the systemat
of the N584 isotones@1,15#.
5-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! Total projection of
the g-ray events gated on mas
5155 and thea decays from the
25/22 isomer in 155Lu with Ea

57.390 MeV and t1/252.7 ms.
The transitions marked with an
asterisk have not been placed
the level scheme.~b! Background-
subtracted coincidence spectru
gated on the 518.8-keV transitio
that feeds the 25/22 isomer in
155Lu.
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B. Level scheme of155Yb

The high-spin isomer in 155Yb decays with Ea
55.202 MeV andt1/251800 ms@13#. A g-g matrix gated on
mass5155 and the 5.202-MeVa decay associated with th
isomer was used to construct the level scheme of155Yb; the
total projection is displayed in Fig. 4~a!. The level structure
of 155Yb has been studied for the first time in the pres
experiment and is displayed in Fig. 5. The summary of
transitions is listed in Table II; the relative intensities we
obtained from the total projection. The intensities of the tra
sitions in the total projection and the systematics of the lo
lying structures above the 7/22 isomer in theN585, even-Z
isotones suggest that the 169.30-keV line is the 92

→7/22 transition which populates the isomer. The spectr
gated on this transition is shown in Fig. 4~b!.

The transitions at 223.4, 366.7, 474.7, and 755.1 k
cannot be placed. Although it is likely that the 169.30- a
815.7-keV transitions are in coincidence with the 223.
03431
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366.7-, and 755.1-keV transitions, the statistics are insu
cient to confirm the placements of these transitions in
level scheme.

C. Level scheme of156Lu

Two a-decaying isomers have been established in156Lu:
a low-spin isomer withEa55.454 MeV andt1/25494 ms
and a high-spin isomer withEa55.565 MeV and t1/2
5198 ms@13#. A g-g coincidence matrix gated on the high
spin isomerica decay was constructed to establish the le
scheme of156Lu; the total projection is displayed in Fig
6~a!. The coincidence spectrum gated on the strongest t
sition at 744.97 keV is shown in Fig. 6~b!. The 744.97-keV
transition is in coincidence with all of the other transitio
associated with the isomer, except for the 364.89-keV tr
sition.

The level scheme up toI *221 andEx;5.3 MeV above
the high-spin isomer in156Lu, presented in Fig. 7, was con
5-3
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K. Y. DING et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 034315
structed primarily from coincidence relationships and inte
sity arguments from theg-g matrix associated with theEa
55.565-MeV isomer. The excited states correlated with
decay of the high-spin isomer in156Lu are studied for the
first time in the present measurement. The summary of
transitions assigned to156Lu is presented in Table III; the
relative intensities of the transitions were obtained from
total projection of the matrix gated on mass5156 andEa
55.565 MeV. Ag-g coincidence matrix gated on mass 15
without an a-decay tag, was used to supplement the c
struction of the level scheme. The order of the 500.8
731.41-, and 1053.39-keV transitions is uncertain beca
these transitions have the same intensities within the sta
cal errors. The assignments of the spins and parities
based on the systematics of the excited states in theN585

FIG. 3. Level structure above the 11/22 and 25/22 isomers in
155Lu. The three transitions above the 11/22 state are taken from
Ref. @8# and assignments above the 25/22 isomer are from the
present measurement. The widths of the arrows are proportion
the g-ray intensities.
03431
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isotones@16–20#, the angular distributions of the transition
and intensity balance considerations. The assignment
101 (ph11/2nh9/2) state to the bottom of the cascade, inste
of a 91 state, is based on the systematics of the excited st
in the N585 isotones, as discussed below.

The 364.89-keV transition in Fig. 6~a! is in coincidence
with transitions at 304, 313, 524, 584, 761, and 776 k
none of which are in coincidence with the 744.97-keV tra
sition. These transitions may originate from the non-yr
states built upon the 91 isomer. The intensities of the stron
gest of these transitions in the total projection of theg-ray
events gated on the isomer associated with the 5.454-Mea
line in 156Lu are also given in Table III. Because they a
very weak, these transitions could not be placed in the le
scheme.

The total projection@12# of the g-ray events gated on th
isomer associated with the 5.454-MeVa line in 156Lu is
contaminated by the tail of the more intense alpha line as
ciated with the high-spin isomer. However, by subtracti
the spectrum gated on the alpha decay of the high-spin
mer, a 162.21-keV transition can be assigned above the
spin isomer in156Lu. Gamma-ray spectra were obtained
gating on the 162.21-keV transition in theg-g matrix gated
on mass5156 alone, and in the matrix gated on mass5156
correlated with theEa55.454 MeV, but no coincidence re
lations could be established.

D. Level scheme of157Lu

Onea decaying isomer has been identified@13# in 157Lu,
with Ea54.997 MeV, t1/254900 ms, and it was assigne
spin and parity 11/22. Figure 8~a! displays the total projec-
tion of the g-ray events gated on mass5157 and thea de-
cays from both the isomer in157Lu and decay from the
daughter,153Tm. This double correlation was imposed in o
der to minimize random contributions associated with
long time gate of;15 s. The x rays from Lu isotopes ar
identified in this spectrum, which supports assignments
the transitions to157Lu. The total projections of theg-ray

to
TABLE I. Energies, relative intensities, and placements ofg-ray transitions in155Lu above the 25/22

isomer. Spins and parities in parentheses are based on systematics.

Energy Intensity Mult. Excitation Assignment
~keV! Ei (keV) Ef (keV) I i

p → I f
p

211.65~13! 572~114! (M1) 3171 2960 (31/21) → (29/21)
341.3~3! 200~52! 3867 3525
354.2~2! 463~97! 3525 3171
381.8~4! 111~39! 4350 3968
398.4~4!a 193~94!

518.8~2! [1000 (M1) 2300 1781 (27/22) → 25/22

549.6~4! 207~58! 4075 3525
560.0~2! 432~96! 4528 3968
659.7~2! 929~181! (E1) 2960 2300 (29/21) → (27/22)
708.0~7!a 145~70!

797.2~3! 392~95! 3968 3171

aNot placed.
5-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! Total projection of
g-ray events gated on mass5155
and thea decays from the isome
in 155Yb with Ea55.202 MeV
and t1/251800 ms. ~b!
Background-subtracted coinci
dence spectra gated on the 169.3
keV transition in155Yb.
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FIG. 5. Level structure above the 7/22 isomer in 155Yb.
03431
events gated on mass5157 and thea decay from 157Lu,
without requiring the153Tm daughter decay, and only o
mass5157, which has enhanced statistics, are presente
Ref. @12# and are similar to the projection displayed in Fi
8~a!.

Threeg-g coincidence matrices were constructed, ga
on ~1! mass5157, and the two sequential isomerica decays
in 157Lu and in the daughter153Tm, ~2! mass5157 and the
isomerica decay in 157Lu, and ~3! mass5157; the projec-
tions are displayed in Ref.@12#. Coincidence spectra gate
on the 537.19-keV transition, the strongest transition in
total projections of these matrices, were found to be simi
Therefore theg-g matrix gated on mass5157 was used to
construct the level scheme; the coincidence spectrum g
on the 537.19-keV transition from this matrix is presented
Fig. 8~b!.

The extensive level scheme of157Lu above the 11/22

isomer, shown in Fig. 9, was constructed up toEx
5-5
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TABLE II. Energies, realtive intensities, and placements ofg-ray transitions in155Yb above the 7/22

isomer. Spins and parities in parentheses are tentatively established.

Energy Intensity Mult. Excitation Assignment
~keV! Ei (keV) Ef (keV) I i

p → I f
p

169.30~12! 698~112! (M1) 169 0 (9/22) → 7/22

223.4~2! a 282~94!

320.31~13! 659~94! (E2) 1915 1594 (21/22) → (17/22)
366.7~2! a 185~71! 2281 1915
474.7~4! a 140~83!

609.3~2! 667~76! (E2) 1594 985 (17/22) → (13/22)
755.1~3! a 468~129!
815.7~3! [1000 (E2) 985 169 (13/22) → (9/22)

aNot placed.
e
ru

si-
s of
tion
;8.5 MeV andI *45/2\. The relevant information on the
transitions in 157Lu are summarized in Table IV; relativ
intensities of the transitions were obtained from the spect
gated on mass5157 andEa54.997 MeV. A DCO matrix
03431
m

was used to determine the multipolarity of the strong tran
tions. The arguments for the spin and parity assignment
the excited states were supplemented by angular distribu
analyses and intensity balance requirements.
e

m
i-
FIG. 6. ~a! Total projection of
g-ray events gated on mass5156
and thea decay from the high-
spin isomer in 156Lu with Ea

55.565 MeV and t1/25198 ms.
The transition marked with an
asterisk has not been placed in th
level scheme. ~b! Background-
subtracted coincidence spectru
gated on the 744.97-keV trans
tion in the matrix associated with
the 156Lu Ea55.565 MeV iso-
meric decay.
5-6
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EXCITED STATES IN 155Yb and 155,156,157Lu . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 034315
FIG. 7. Level structure above the high-spin isomer in156Lu. The
101 spin-parity assignment to the level at the bottom of the casc
is discussed in the text.
03431
Four E2 cascades in157Lu are built above the low-lying
states, two of positive and two of negative parity. The c
cades with the same parity are connected by intrabandM1,
as well as crossoverE2, transitions. Coincidence spect
gated on the 669.11- (39/21→35/21), 469.35- (37/21

→35/21), and 199.73-keV (39/21→37/21) transitions are
presented in Ref.@12#. Although the 469.35- and 199.73-ke
transitions are in coincidence with each other, the 669.
keV transition is not in coincidence with either. Angular di
tributions suggest that the 669.11-keV transition is likely
stretched quadrupole and the 469.35- and 199.73-keV tra
tions are likely stretched dipole in character. Intensity b
ance arguments support theM1 assignments to both th
469.35- and 199.73-keV transitions. Similar arguments ap
to the assignments of otherM1 transitions, for which the
placements are determined by the presence of crossoveE2
transitions. At higher excitation energies, the level schem
irregular and the intensities of the transitions are too low
allow multipolarity assignments.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The NÄ84 isotone: 155Lu

The systematics of the excitations above the 11/22 iso-
mers in the odd-Z, N584 isotones are presented in Fig. 1
The sequences of states, 23/22→19/22→15/22→11/22, are
similar in excitation energies from149Tb to 155Lu, which
suggests that the same active particles are involved. Th
sequences in the odd-Z, N584 isotones closely resemble th
61→41→21→01 sequences in the even-Z, N584 iso-
tones. The sequence in155Lu was first observed in Ref.@8#,
and suggested to be generated by coupling the unpairedh11/2
proton to twof 7/2 neutrons.

e

TABLE III. Energies, relative intensities,a2 angular distribution coefficients, and placements ofg-ray
transitions in156Lu above the high-spin isomer.

Energy Intensity a2 Mult. Ex(keV) Assignment
~keV! Ei Ef I i

p → I f
p

190.48~10! 138~11! 20.62(18) M1 4600 4409
304.3~3!a 24~6!

311.2~4! 46~15! 5287 4975
313.85~10! 773~33! 0.17~4! E2 1677 1363 161 → 141

364.89~11!a 102~7!

375.81~10! 211~14! 0.18~4! E2 4975 4600
402.16~12! 81~10! 5002 4600
446.29~10! 273~17! 4409 3963
461.97~12! 168~12! 0.21~14! E2 2139 1677 181 → 161

500.83~10! 427~23! 0.37~7! E2 2178 1677 181 → 161

523.9~8! a 41~30!

525.17~12! 144~11! 4488 3963
574.2~2! 65~8! 2713 2139
584.1~3! a 54~11!

618.45~10! 936~42! 0.18~6! E2 1363 745 141 → 121

731.41~11! 413~23! 0.12~4! E2 2910 2178 201 → 181

744.97~10! [1000 0.12~6! E2 745 0 121 → 101

1053.39~12! 416~27! 0.35~13! E2 3963 2910 221 → 201

aNot placed.
5-7
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FIG. 8. ~a! Total projection of
g-ray events gated on mass5157
and thea decay from the isomer
in 157Lu correlated with thea de-
cay from the daughter,153Tm. ~b!
Background-subtracted coinci
dence spectrum gated on th
537.19-keV transition in the ma
trix gated on mass5157.
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The yrast states in theN584 isotones, from149Tb to
154Yb @1,15,21,22# and in 156Hf @8# have been assigned th
ph11/2

n n f 7/2
2 andph11/2

n n f 7/2h9/2 configurations. The observe
level energies of these multiparticle yrast states have b
compared to shell model predictions, e.g., Ref.@1#. The
strong attractive interaction between the protons in theh11/2
orbital and the neutrons in theh9/2 orbital was suggested t
account for the inversion in Fig. 10 of the 25/22 and the
maximally aligned 27/22 states in theN584 isotones. The
systematical lowering of thenh9/2 single-particle states ob
served in the even-Z, N583 isotones from147Gd to 153Yb
was the first evidence, e.g., Ref.@23#, that the attractive in-
teraction betweenh11/2 protons andh9/2 neutrons was chang
ing the single-particle energies. This attractive interaction
expected to increase as the number of protons in theh11/2
orbital increases. A corresponding decrease in the excita
energies ofnh9/2 states with respect ton f 7/2 excitations has
been observed in the even-Z, N584 isotones. For example
03431
en

is

on

the (n f 7/2h9/2)81 state is below the (n f 7/2)61
2 state in 156Hf

and results in the presence of an 81 isomer@8#.
The 25/22 states in Fig. 10 drop from an excitation e

ergy of 2.628 MeV in149Tb to 1.781 MeV in155Lu, where
this level is below the 23/22 state. Therefore in155Lu the
25/22 state can only decay viaa emission@13#, or electro-
magnetically by anE4 transition. The 25/22 state has been
suggested@22# to have theph11/2

3 nh9/2f 7/2 configuration, in
which one of theh11/2 protons is antialigned with theh9/2
neutron to 11. The attractive proton-neutron interaction
this configuration lowers this state with respect to t
(ph11/2n f 7/2

2 )23/22 state, causing the 25/22 isomer. The tran-
sitions above the 25/22 isomer in 155Lu observed in the
present measurement follow closely the systematics in
lighter, odd-Z isotones. The fully alignedph11/2n f 7/2h9/2
configuration is suggested for the 27/22 state, which is above
the 25/22 isomer. The 29/21 and 31/21 states are assigne
the ph11/2n f 7/2i 13/2 configuration from energy systematics.
5-8
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FIG. 9. Level structure above
the 11/22 isomer in 157Lu.
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B. The NÄ85 isotones:155Yb and 156Lu

TheN585 isotones above146Gd have three valence neu
trons outside of theN582 closed shell, and valence proto
outside of theZ564 closed subshell. The Fermi surface
these nuclei is located near theph11/2 and n f 7/2 or nh9/2
orbitals, which are close in energy. For the even-Z, N585
isotones, the first few high-spin yrast states above the 72

isomer can be generated by coupling the unpaired neutro
the f 7/2 or h9/2 orbitals to the (f 7/2)

2 states of the neutron
core. As the number of protons increases, the energy di
ence between the 7/22 and 9/22 states decreases, because
the increase in the attractive proton-neutron interaction.
the odd-Z, N585 isotones, a 91 isomer can result from the
coupling between the unpairedh11/2 proton andf 7/2 neutron.
A low-lying 101 state can also be obtained from the coupli
betweenph11/2 andnh9/2.

The systematics of the cascades built upon the 101 states
in the odd-Z isotones and the corresponding cascades b
upon the 9/22 states in the even-Z isotones are displayed i
Fig. 11. The excitation energies of the (n f 7/2

3 )7/22 states rela-
03431
f

in

r-
f
or

ilt

tive to the (n f 7/2
2 h9/2)9/22 states in the even-Z, N585 iso-

tones and of the 91 states relative to the 101 states in the
odd-Z, N585 isotones are also presented. In the evenZ,
N585 isotones, the energy spacings between the 7/22 and
9/22 states decrease dramatically as the number of pro
increases. The cascade observed in the present work in155Yb
follows the energy systematics of the excitations above
7/22 isomers in the even-Z, N585 isotones. The energ
spacing between the 7/22 and 9/22 states in theZ570,
155Yb is smaller than that in theZ568 isotone,153Er @20#,
but larger when compared to that of theZ572 isotone,157Hf
@24#. Although the cascade built upon the (n f 7/2

3 )7/22 state is
yrast in 149Gd, the (n f 7/2

2 h9/2)9/22 levels become yrast forZ
.64. That no excitations built upon the 7/22 isomers in
155Yb and 157Hf @24# were observed indicates that these e
citations are above the yrast line.

A 101 state has been assigned to the bottom of the pro
cascade in156Lu observed in this experiment and display
in Fig. 7. This assignment is supported by the systemat
behavior of the cascades built above the (ph11/2n f 7/2

2 h9/2)101
5-9
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TABLE IV. Energies, relative intensities, DCO ratios,a2 angular distribution coefficients, and placemen
of g-ray transitions in157Lu above the 11/22 isomer.

Energy Intensity RDCO a2 Mult. Ex(keV) Assignment
~keV! Ei Ef I i

p → I f
p

109.0~2! 22~4! M1 3732 3623 35/21 → (33/21)
128.07~11! 80~6! 0.62~22! M1 4824 4696 43/21 → 41/21

133.90~10! 197~11! 0.51~12! M1 2916 2782 31/21 → 29/21

160.3~3! 13~3! (M1) 5086 4926 (45/21) → 43/21

199.63~11! ,42 (M1) 3804 3605 35/22 → (33/22)
199.73~11! 111~8! 0.54~12! M1 4401 4201 39/21 → 37/21

230.1~3! 19~3! (M1) 3087 2856 31/22 → (29/22)
265.4~3! 49~13! M1 3732 3467 35/21 → 33/21

267.23~12! 263~17! 0.65~16! 20.23(5) M1 2375 2108 27/22 → 25/22

270.42~11! 125~7! 0.89~34! (E2) 5094 4824 (47/21) → 43/21

294.92~10! 232~10! 0.76~20! 20.27(5) M1 4696 4401 41/21 → 39/21

300.63~11! 91~6! 1.15~43! 0.25~5! E2 7069 6768
313.7~2! ,23 8517 8203
319.6~2! 25~3! 20.39(26) (M1) 5406 5086 (47/21) → (45/21)
331.83~10! 352~14! 0.59~14! 20.20(5) M1 2108 1776 25/22 → 23/22

389.94~11! ,15 (E2) 5086 4696 (45/21) → 41/21

406.70~10! 575~22! 0.55~6! 20.35(2) E1 2782 2375 29/21 → 27/22

469.35~11! 163~9! 0.86~19! 20.16(5) M1 4201 3732 37/21 → 35/21

477.8~2! 29~4! 5302 4824
494.5~2! 48~6! 0.46~10! E2 4696 4201 41/21 → 37/21

524.9~3! 37~5! 1.59~35! E2 4926 4401 43/21 → 39/21

537.19~10! [1000 0.11~3! E2 537 0 15/22 → 11/22

551.16~14! 96~7! 20.43(15) M1 3467 2916 33/21 → 31/21

582.1~2! 55~6! (E2) 5796 5214 (47/21) → (43/21)
599.27~11! 375~16! 1.03~15! E2 2375 1776 27/22 → 23/22

605.0~5! ,92 6768 6163
605.8~5! ,92 5302 4696
605.83~10! 977~32! 1.14~16! E2 1143 537 19/22 → 15/22

632.80~12! 882~39! 1.19~18! E2 1776 1143 23/22 → 19/22

662.9~3! ,56 6068 5406
669.11~12! 202~12! 1.02~18! 0.28~6! E2 4401 3732 39/21 → 35/21

700.1~3! 44~6! 6768 6068
708.0~2! 57~8! 20.38(10) (M1) 3623 2916 33/21 → 31/21

711.7~4! 78~8! 0.33~10! E2 3087 2375 31/22 → 27/22

717.0~2! 86~8! 0.39~6! E2 3804 3087 35/22 → 31/22

730.5~5! 41~5! 4534 3804
734.4~4! 38~5! 0.44~12! E2 4201 3467 37/21 → 33/21

748.4~5! (E2) 3605 2856 (33/22) → (29/22)
748.5~5! %106~9! (E2) 2856 2108 (29/22) → 25/22

816.52~12! 375~19! 0.96~17! 0.23~4! E2 3732 2916 35/21 → 31/21

861.7~3! 55~6! 6163 5302
1060.3~4! 41~7! 6155 5094
1134.5~5! 25~6! 8203 7069
1244.0~4! 38~7! 6068 4824
y

rac-
ro-

ine

0

and the (ph11/2n f 7/2
3 )91 configurations in the odd-Z, N585

isotones. In addition, the cascade observed in156Lu is similar
to the one built upon the 9/22 state in 155Yb. Just as the
energy differences between (n f 7/2

3 )7/22 and (n f 7/2
2 h9/2)9/22 ex-

citations decrease in the even-Z, N585 isotones, the energ
differences between the corresponding 91 and 101 states in
03431
the odd-Z isotones are reduced by the increase in the att
tive proton-neutron interaction as the number of valence p
tons increases.

From the present measurement, it is difficult to determ
whether the 91 state is above or below the 101 state in
156Lu. The energy systematics in Fig. 11 suggest that the 11
5-10
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state is probably located above the 91 state in156Lu and thus
the high-spin isomer observed in156Lu is associated with the
91 state. However, these two states are probably very c
in excitation energy. Therefore the 101 to 91 transition en-
ergy could be very small (,100 keV) and the associate
M1 transition would have a large conversion coefficie
(a tot>3.82).

The excitations in the light odd-Z, N585 isotones in Fig.
11 suggest that the excitation energy of the 111 state built on
the (ph11/2n f 7/2

3 )91 configuration could be comparable
that of the 121 state in the cascade built upon the 101 state.
As a result, the cascade built upon the (ph11/2n f 7/2

3 )91 con-
figuration would be non-yrast and hence could be popula
too weakly in the present measurement to be observed.
unassigned transitions in Table III, associated with the hi

FIG. 10. Systematics of the low-lying yrast states above
11/22 isomers in the odd-Z, N584 isotones, taken from Refs
@1,15,8# and the present work. Prompt excitations above the 252

isomer in 155Lu are from the present work.

FIG. 11. Systematics of the cascades built on
(ph11/2n f 7/2

2 h9/2)101 states in theN585 isotones, taken from Refs
@16–20# and the present work. The excitation energies of
(n f 7/2

3 )7/22 states relative to the (n f 7/2
2 h9/2)9/22 states in the even-Z,

N585 isotones are also displayed.
03431
se
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spin isomeric decay, are probably associated with the
excitation of the states built upon the 91 isomer.

C. Level structure of 157Lu

The low-lying states of157Lu have very similar energy
spacings, which suggests that157Lu is a transitional nucleus
with a low-lying vibrational structure. The signaturea5
11/2 decay sequence observed in the heavier isotopes i
observed in157Lu. The systematics of the energy splitting
between the signature partner bands, the 17/22→15/22 tran-
sition energy, in theh11/2 sequences for the heavier odd-L
isotopes is shown in Fig. 12. Extrapolation of this transiti
energy to 157Lu suggests that the energy of the 17/22

→15/22 transition is close to that of the 19/22→15/22 tran-
sition, as expected, since these states would be degener
157Lu is spherical. As a result, thea511/2 decay sequenc
in 157Lu is above the yrast line and would be weakly pop
lated and therefore difficult to observe.

TheE2 cascades above the vibrational structure obser
in 157Lu are similar to the signature partner bands at h
spin observed in the heavier Lu isotopes. Because the157Lu
cascades do not extend to many transitions, extensive s
of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios similar to those done on the heav
Lu isotopes, e.g., Ref.@25#, is not available. The
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for the levels in bands 1, 2, and 3
157Lu and the corresponding levels in161Lu are compared in
Table V. TheB(M1)/B(E2) ratios in 157Lu are consistently
larger than those in161Lu. Such results are expected becau
157Lu is a transitional nucleus, which is only slightly de
formed, and therefore has smallerB(E2) values compared to
those in the heavier isotopes.

V. SUMMARY

The 102Pb(58Ni, xnyp) reaction atEbeam5270 MeV was
used to study proton-richN584,85 isotones and157Lu. Ex-
cited states up toEx;4.5 MeV and I *31/2\ above the

e

e

e

FIG. 12. Systematics of the energies of the 17/22→15/22 ~solid
symbols! and 19/22→15/22 ~open symbols! transitions in Lu iso-
topes, taken from Refs.@25–27# and the present work. The energ
of the 17/22→15/22 transition is linearly extrapolated to157Lu.
5-11
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25/22 isomer in 155Lu, Ex;2.3 MeV andI *21/2\ above
the 7/22 isomer in 155Yb, Ex;5.3 MeV andI *22\ above
the high-spin isomer in156Lu, and Ex;8.5 MeV and I
*45/2\ in 157Lu have been identified.

The energy levels in155Lu above the 11/22 isomer follow
the energy systematics displayed by the odd-Z, N584 iso-
tones up to spin5 31/21. The systematical lowering of th
25/22 states is understood by the increase in the strong
tractive interaction between theh11/2 proton andh9/2 neutron
with the increase in proton number.

In 155Yb, the energy difference between the 7/22 and
9/22 states follows the systematics of other even-Z, N585
isotones. The systematical lowering of the 9/22 state with
respect to the 7/22 state is again explained by the increase
the strong attractive interaction between the protons in
h11/2 orbital and the neutrons in theh9/2 orbital. The excita-
tions above the 9/22 state can be generated by the coupli
of the unpairedh9/2 neutron to the neutron (f 7/2

2 ) excitations
in the core.

In 156Lu, the energy systematics of theN585 isotones
was invoked to deduce a 101 assignment for the level at th
bottom of the prompt cascade correlated with thea decay of
the high-spin isomer. In particular, the energy spacings of

TABLE V. B(M1)/B(E2) values for the threeE2 bands ob-
served in157Lu compared to the corresponding values in161Lu @25#.

Band Spin (I p)

B~M1:I→I21!

B~E2:I→I22!

157Lu 161Lu

1 37/21 17~5! 0.9~1!

41/21 6~2! 0.9~2!

2 35/21 1.2~2! 1.16~10!

39/21 7.9~4! 1.15~10!

3 27/22 2.3~1! ,0.31
31/22 1.8~2! 2.7~3!
Z.

z,

nd

e
6,

03431
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first four levels in 156Lu are very similar to those of level
built upon the 9/22 state in 155Yb. The preferential popula-
tion of yrast states built on the (ph11/2nh9/2)101 configura-
tion over non-yrast levels built on (ph11/2n f 7/2)91 has been
suggested to explain why excitations built on the 91 con-
figuration have not been identified. Although the energy s
tematics of theN585 isotones suggest that the attracti
interaction between theh11/2 protons andh9/2 neutrons in
156Lu is not sufficiently strong to lower the 101 state to
below the 91 level, these two states are probably very clo
in energy.

From the energy systematics of the Lu isotopes, and
approximately equal energy spacings at low excitations
vibrational structure is proposed above the 11/22 isomer in
157Lu. At higher excitations, two positive-parity and tw
negative-parityE2 cascades, withM1 intraband transitions
have been identified. Although these cascades are not a
tensive as those observed in the heavier Lu isotopes,
Ref. @25#, B(M1)/B(E2) ratios in 157Lu are consistent with
a less deformed structure, compared to that of heavier
isotopes.

It is possible that new phenomena could be observed
nuclei, such as155Lu, which are near the proton-drip line an
in which the last proton is only weakly bound. The prese
analysis, which focused on the systematical behavior of
citation energies as functions of proton and neutron numb
indicated that the structure of155Lu is similar to that of its
lighter isotones. To test more quantitatively the structure
nuclei near and beyond the proton-drip line, shell model c
culations are needed to determine the extent to which sin
particle spacings and interaction matrix elements, appro
ate for more stable nuclei, remain valid at the limit
stability.
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